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Abstract
An introduction into the theory of locally anisotropic spaces (modelled as
vector bundles provided with compatible nonlinear and distinguished linear
connections and metric structures and containing as particular cases dier-
ent types of Kaluza{Klein and/or extensions of Lagrange and Finsler spaces
) is presented. The conditions for consistent propagation of closed strings
in locally anisotropic background spaces are analyzed. The connection be-
tween the conformal invariance, the vanishing of the renormalization group {
function of the generalized {model and eld equations of locally anisotropic
gravity is studied in detail.
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The relationship between two dimensional -models and strings has been considered by
several authors [1-5] in order to discuss the eective low energy eld equations for the mass-
less models of strings. In this paper we shall investigate some of the problems associated with
the theory of locally anisotropic strings being a natural generalization to locally anisotropic
(la) backgrounds (we shall write in brief la-backgrounds, la-spaces and la-geometry) of the
Polyakov’s covariant functional-integral approach to string theory [6]. Our aim is to show
that a corresponding low-energy string dynamics contains the motion equations for eld
equations on la-spaces.
The rst geometric models of la-spaces were formulated by P. Finsler [7], studied in detail
and generalized by A.Berwald [8] and E. Cartan [9]. The geometry of Lagrange and Finsler
spaces, its extensions and possible applications in physics (locally anisotropic gauge and
gravitational theories, statistical physics and relativistic optics in locally anisotropic media
and other topics) were considered in a number of works, see references from [10,11]. It seems
likely that classical and quantum physical models admit a straightforward extension of la-
spaces with compatible metric and connections structures. In this case we can dene locally
anisotropic spinors [12], formulate the theory of locally anisotropic interactions of gauge and
gravitational elds [13] and consider superspaces with local anisotropy [14]. Here we remark
that modern Kaluza-Klein theories can be considered as physical models on la-spaces with
trivial nonlinear connection stucture.
There are a number of arguments for taking into account eects of possible local
anisotropy of fundamental interactions. It is well known the result that a self consistent
description of radiational and dissipation processes in classical and quantum eld theories
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requires adding of higher derivation terms (for instance, in classical electrodynamics radi-
ation is modeled by introducing a corresponding term proportional to the third derivation
in time of coordinates). Another argument for developing quantum eld models on the
tangent bundle is the unclosed character of quantum electrodynamics in which the renor-
malized amplitudes tend to 1 with values of momenta p ! 1. This problem is avoided
by introducing additional suppositions, modication of fundamental principles and by ex-
tending of the theory, which are less motivated from some physical points of view. Similar
problems, but more sophisticate, arises in modeling of radiational dissipation in all variants
of classical and quantum (super) gravity and (supersymmetric) quantum eld theories with
higher derivations. It is quite possible that to study physics of the Early Universe and pro-
pose various scenarios of Kaluza-Klein compactication from higher dimensions to the four
dimensional one of the space-time it is more realistic to consider theories with generic local
anisotropy caused by fluctuations of quantum high-dimensional space-time "foam". The
above mentioned points to the necessity to extend the geometric background of classical
and quantum eld theories if a careful analysis of physical processes with non-negligible
beak reaction, quantum and statistical fluctuations, turbulence, random dislocations and
disclinations in continuous media.
The bulk of this paper is devoted to a review of the necessary geometric machinery
for formulation of gravitational and matter eld theories on la-spaces, a presenting of the
essential aspects (which has not so far been published in the literature) of locally anisotropic
strings and a discussion of possible generation of la-gravity from string theory.
We use R.Miron and M.Anastasiei [10] conventions and basic results on the geometry of
la-spaces and la-gravity.
The plan of the paper is as follows. We begin with some models of la-spaces in Sec. II ,
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where we present the basic results on Finsler, Lagrange and generalized Lagrange geometry,
give an overview of the geometry of nonlinear connections in vector bundles used as a general
model of la-space and propose a variant of locally anisotropic Einstein-Cartan theory. In
Sec. III we study the nonlinear -model and la-string propagation by developing the d-
covariant method of la-background eld. Sec. IV is devoted to problems of regularization
and renormalization of the locally anisotropic -model and a corresponding analysis of one-
and two-loop diagrams of this model. Scattering of la-gravitons and duality are considered
in Sec. V., and a summary and conclusions are drawn in Sec. VI.
II. MODELS OF LOCALLY ANISOTROPIC SPACES
We present a brief introduction into the geometry of vector and tangent bundles (in
brief, v-bundles and t-bundles) provided with nonlinear and distinguished connections and
metric structures [10].
A. Finsler, Lagrange and Generalized Lagrange Spaces
Let M be a dierentiable manifold of dimension n; dim = n (dierentiable means the
class C1 dierentiability of functions) and TM is its tangent bundle. We denote by
u = (x; y) = fu = (xi; y(j) = (xi; yj)g;
(i; j; k; ::: = n− 1); the local coordinates on TM where x = (xi) are local coordinates on M
and y = (yi) = (y(j)) are ber coordinates.
A function  : TM ! R ( : (x; y) ! (x; y);R is the real number eld) is called a
Finsler metric on M if it satises properties:
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1. (x; y _) > 0; if y 6= 0;
2.  is a function of class C1 for every y 6= 0;
3.  is of homogeneity 1 on y; i.e. (x; y) = (x; y);  2 R ;







called the locally anisotropic metric tensor, la-metric, on Rn is positive. Couple F n =
(M;(x; y)) denes a Finsler space with the fundamental function (metric) (x; y):








We point out that Riemann spaces with metrics of type gij(x) are a particular class of




La-metrics of type (2.1) where introduced by P. Finsler as a proposal of generalization of
Riemann geometry with the aim to some applications in thermodynamics and anisotropic
media physics. Variables y = (yj) can be interpreted as parameters of local anisotropy
of space-time or as fluctuation parameters induced by classical and quantum eld interac-
tions in locally anisotropic media with beak radiational reaction, turbulent and stochastic
processes.
The next step in extending the concept of la-space was the denition of Lagrange spaces
[15] used as a geometric background for non homogeneous locally anisotropic processes [10]:
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A Lagrangian on M it is a dierentiable function L : TM ! R ( locally dened as L :









Couple Ln = (M;L) denes a Lagrange space.
It was also possible [10] to construct a consistent geometric theory for spaces provided
with a general fundamental tensor, la-metric (not obligatory represented as a second order
partial derivation of some fundamental functions as in (2.1) or (2.2)).
Couple Mn = (M; gij(x; y)) with a general nondegenerate tensor gij denes a generalized
Lagrange space, GL-space.
In a more general form the geometry of la-spaces can be formulated in the frame of
vector and tangent bundles provided with nonlinear and distinguished linear connections
and metric structures
B. Nonlinear Connection in Vector Bundles
Let E = (E; ; F;Gr;M) be a locally trivial v-bundle, where F = Rm is the typical
vector space, dim = m; the structural group is taken as Gr = GL(m;R); where GL(m;R) is
the group of linear transforms ofRm: We locally parameterize E by coordinates u = (xi; ya);
where i; j; k; l;m; :::;= 0; 1; :::; n− 1 and a; b; c; d; ::: = 1; 2; :::;m:




) on E; considered as a dierentiable manifold,















) = n and Ma
0
a (x) 2 Gr:
One of the fundamental objects in the geometry of la-spaces is the nonlinear connection,
in brief N-connection. The rst global denition of N-connection was given by W. Barthel
[16] (a detailed study of N-connection structures in v-bundles and basic references are con-
tained in [10]). Here we introduce the N-connection as a global decomposition of v-bundle
E into horizontal, HE ; and vertical, VE ; subbundles of the tangent bundle T E :
T E = HE  VE: (2.4)









where sa are local linear independent sections of E; = asa and Y = Y isi is the decompo-
sition of vector eld Y on local basis si on M: Dierentiable functions Nai (x; y) from (2.5)
(written as functions on xi and ya) are called as coecients N-connection. We have these













































and by its linearization dened as









in v-bundle E form a particular class of N-connections with coecients parameterized as




C. Distinguished Tensor Fields and Connections
If in v-bundle E a N-connection structure is xed, we must modify the operation of




























The basis dual to 
u
is written as
u = (xi = dxi; ya = dya +Nai (x; y)dx
i): (2.7)
By using bases(2.6) and (2.7) we can introduce the algebra of tensor distinguished elds
(d-elds, d-tensors) on E; C = Cprqs ; which is equivalent to the tensor algebra of the v-bundle
Ed dened as
d : HE  VE ! T E :
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An element t 2 Cprqs ; d-tensor of type
0BB@ p r
q s

















⊗ yb1 ⊗ :::⊗ ybs:
In addition to d-tensors we can consider d-objects with dierential properties under
group and coordinate transforms adapted to a global splitting (2.4).
A distinguished linear connection, in brief d-connection, is dened as a linear connection
D in E conserving as a parallelism the Whitney sum HE  VE associated to a xed
N-connection structure in E:













We can dene in a standard manner, with respect to locally adapted frame (2.6), the
components of torsionT :γ and curvature R
:












































































































By straightforward calculations we can verify that distinguished torsion (2.9) and cur-























[γ] denotes the antisymmetric cyclic summation on indices ;  and γ:
The global decomposition (2.4) induces a corresponding invariant splitting into horizon-
tal DhX = DhX (h-derivation ) and vertical D
v
X = DvX (v-derivation) parts of the operator
of covariant derivation D;DX = DhX + D
v
X ; where hX = X
i 
ui
and vX = Xa @
@ya
are,











































where f (x; y) is a scalar function on E:
Local coefcients

























































































































































































































































Putting expressions (2.12) and(2.13) into (2.9) and (2.10), after straightforward calculations,
we obtain the h- and v-components of torsion,















































































































































with respect to locally adapted frame (2.7) are as follows:
Rij = R
:k





1 Pai = P
:b
a:ib; Rab = S
:c
a:bc: (2.16)
We point out that because, in general, 1Pai 6=2 Pia the Ricci d-tensor is non symmetric.
We shall also use the auxiliary torsionless d-connection :γ (dening the corresponding











D. Distinguished Metric Structures in Vector Bundles
Now, we shall analyze the compatibility conditions of N- and d-connection and metric
structures on v-bundle E:
A metric eld on E; G (u) = G (u) dudu ; is associated to a map
G (X; Y ) : TuE  TuE ! R;









































Nai (x; u) =
bGib (x; y) bGba (x; y) ; (2.19)
where bGba (x; y) are found as components of the matrix bG being the inverse to bG : In this





hab (x; y) of type
0BB@ 0 0
0 2
1CCA ; and with respect to locally adapted basis (2.7) can be written
as
G (u) = G (u) u
u =
gij (x; y)dx
i ⊗ dxj + hab (x; y) y
a ⊗ yb: (2.20)
D-connection Γ:γ is compatible with d-metric structure G(u) on E if one holds equalities
DGγ = 0: (2.21)
Having dened the d-metric (2.20) in E we can introduce the scalar curvature of d-
connection
 −
R = GR = R+ S; (2.22)
where R = gijRij and S = habSab: The scalar curvature of the auxiliary torsionless d-
connection (2.17) can be written in a similar manner,  −r = Gr:
Both d-metric (2.20) and N-connection on E dene the so-called canonic d-connection,


































































Putting components of CΓ (N)−connection Γ:γ instead of components of arbitrary
d-connection Γ:γ into formulas (2.14),(2.15) and (2.16) we can calculate respectively the
adapted coecients of the canonic torsion T :γ; curvature
R::γ; and Ricci d-tensor
R:
E. The Almost Hermitian Model of Generalized Lagrange Spaces
Let us x a N-connection in tangent bundle (TM; ;M) and consider a GL-space Mn =
(M; gij (x; y)) : We note that all formulas presented in the previous subsections hold good on
TM: In this case the dimension of the structural ber is equal to the dimension of base space.
Both type of indices (on the base, i,j,k,..., and on the typical ber, (i)=i,(j)=j,(k)=k,...) run














































with arbitrary prescribed torsion tensors
T i:jk = −T
i



















































































and a d-connection D satisfying condition DJ = 0 are dened on TM; one calls D the
normal connection on Mn:
One says that a linear connection D on TM is the N- lift of a normal d-connection on M
if the compatibility of the almost complex structure F and of d-connection structure holds,
i.e. if DF = 0:
Condition g (FX;FY ) = g (X; Y ) ; where X and Y are arbitrary d-vector elds, for
d-metric (2.20) on TM implies that gij (x; y) = g(i)(j) (x; y) ; i.e. the N-lift on TM of
the fundamental tensor gij (x; y) on M denes a covariant second order symmetric non
degenerate d-eld
$
G (x; y) = gij (x; y) dx
idxj + gij (x; y) y
iyj: (2.25)
Let call this d-metric as the H2n-metric. By straightforward calculations we can verify that




G = 0: (2.26)
















Space H2n = (TM;G; F ) ; in brief H2n-space, denes the almost Hermitian model of
GL-space Mn = (M; gij(x; y)):
Components of torsion T :γ; curvature and Ricci tensor R
:
:γ and Ricci tensor R
can be computed respectively by putting components (2.27) into formulas (2.14),(2.15) and
(2.16) considered on tangent bundle TM:
Finally, in this subsection, we remark that we can consider N-lifts on TM of a Finsler
(or Lagrange) la-metric, if instead of coecients of GL-metric gij the coecients (2.1) (on
(2.2)) are used.
F. Einstein-Cartan Equations on Locally Anisotropic Spaces
Now we shall analyze the problem of formulation of models of gravitational interactions
on la-spaces and propose a version of la-gravity theory with torsion on such spaces.
There are developed some approaches to la-gravity (see details and discussions of physical
aspects in Refs [11]). Here we emphasize that the Einstein like theory on H2n - spaces
[10] extends the general relativity theory on la-spaces in a manner as to have compatible
nonlinear and distinguished linear connections and metric structures (see (2.26)). This
property allows a straightforward generalization of classical and quantum eld theories on
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(pseudo)- Riemannian spaces to similar ones on H2n-spaces by changing respectively partial
derivations @
@xi












G (u) (see (2.25)) and H2n-connection Γ:γ (see
(2.27)). We also note that on generic H2n-spaces the locally adapted to N-connection bases
are nonholonomic, torsion is not vanishing and the Ricci d-tensor is not symmetric.
As a general model of la-space we shall use a v-bundle space E provided with N-
connection, d-connection and d-metric satisfying compatibility conditions (2.21).
Einstein-Cartan equations for d-connection Γ:γ are written in a standard manner by







R + eG = (1)T; (2.28)











where (1)and (2) are interaction constants. In (2.28) we have introduced the locally
anisotropic cosmological term eG and energy-momentum d-tensor T: D-tensor Q:γ
from (2.29) is interpreted as the locally anisotropic spin-matter source of torsion.
R. Miron and M. Anastasiei [17,10] considered on v-bundle  the Einstein equations
with prescribed torsion and N-connection and without cosmological term (we present here
the h- and v-projections of theirs equations, see, correspondingly, the necessary h- and








(R + S)hab = (2)Tab;
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1Pai = (1)Tai;
2Pia = −(2)Tia: (2.30)




[n(n+ 1) +m(m+ 1) + n2(n− 1) +m2(m− 1)]




:bc: The last number is greater than the rst one
for n  3 and m  1: We have add equations (2.29) in order to obtain a closed system
of equations with metric-N-connection constraints of type (2.18). The introduction of the
cosmological term presents interest for a further study of possible cosmological consequences
of la-gravity. In [13] we formulated a more general variant of gauge la-gravity with dynamical
equations for torsion instead of algebraic equations. In this work we shall consider both
the Einstein like eld equations and the equations for the curvature of N-connection and
torsion of d-connection arising as constraints for a consistent propagation of strings on
la-backgrounds.
Finally, in this section, we note that la-gravitational eld equations (2.30) will be trans-
formed into Einstein ones for multidimensional gravity if the nonlinear connection and
torsion of linear conection vanish. Usualy one considers dierent scenarious of compatica-
tion from higher dimensions to four dimensional one by intoducing by hand or postulating a
kind of spontaneous symmetry broking of local multidimensional gravitational symmetry By
using the N-connection we can modelate dynamical variants of "splitting" of space-time di-
mensions and consider physical consequences for possible relict eects of locally anisotropic
fluctuations.
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III. LOCALLY ANISOTROPIC STRINGS AND SIGMA-MODELS
In this section we present a generalization of some necessary results on nonlinear -model
and string propagation to the case of la-backgrounds. Calculations on both type of locally
anisotropic and isotropic spaces are rather similar if we accept the Miron and Anastasiei [10]
geometric formalism. We emphasize that on la-backgrounds we have to take into account
the distinguished character, by N-connection, of geometric objects.
A. Action of Nonlinear -model and Torsion of La-space
Let a map of a two-dimensional (2d), for simplicity, flat space M2 into la-space  denes
a  -model eld u (z) = (xi (z) ; ya (z)) ; where z =
n
zA; A = 0; 1
o
are two-dimensional
complex coordinates on M2: The moving of a bosonic string in la-space is governed by the





















where 2 and en are interaction constants,  (u) is the dilaton eld, R(2) is the curvature of
the 2d world sheet provided with metric γAB ; γ = det (γAB) and @A =
@
@zA
; tensor AB and
d-tensor b are antisymmetric.
From the viewpoint of string theory we can interpret b as the vacuum expectation of the
antisymmetric, in our case locally anisotropic, d-tensor gauge eld Bγ (see considerations
for locally isotropic models in [18,19] and the Wess-Zumino-Witten model [20,21], which lead
to the conclusion [22] that en takes only integer values and that in the perturbative quantum
eld theory the eective quantum action depends only on B::: and does not depend on b::: ).
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In order to obtain compatible with N-connection motions of la-strings we consider these
relations between d-tensor b; strength Bγ = [bγ] and torsion T

:γ :
bγ = Tγ; (3.2)
with the integrability conditions
Ωaij@abγ = [iTj]γ; (3.3)
where Ωaij are the coecients of the N-connection curvature. In this case we can express
Bγ = T[γ]: Conditions (3.2) and (3.3) dene a simplied model of la-strings when the
-model antisymmetric strength is induced from the la-background torsion. More general
constructions are possible by using normal coordinates adapted to both N-connection and
torsion structures on la-background space. For simplicity, we omit such considerations in
this work.
Choosing the complex (conformal) coordinates z = 0+i1; z = 0−i1; where A; A = 0; 1
are real coordinates, on the world sheet we can represent the two-dimensional metric in the
conformally flat form:




e2’ and γzz = γzz = 0:
Let us consider an la-eld U (u) ; u 2  taking values in G being the Lie algebra of a
compact and semi simple Lie group,
U (u) = exp[i’ (u)]; ’ (u) = ’ (u) q;
where q are generators of the Lie algebra with antisymmetric structural constants fγ
satisfying conditions
[q; q] = 2ifγqγ; tr(qq) = 2 :
22










+ enΓ [U ] ; (3.5)
where Γ [U ] is the standard topologically invariant functional [22]. For perturbative cal-
culations in the framework of the model (3.1) it is enough to know that as a matter of
principle we can represent the action of our theory as (3.5) and to use d-curvature r::γ for


















where a new interaction constant   en2
2
is used and V  is a locally adapted vielbein












For simplicity, we shall omit underlining of indices if this will not give rise to ambiguities.
Finally, in this subsection, we remark that for  = 1 we obtain a conformally invariant
two-dimensional quantum eld theory (being similar to those developed in [23,20]).
B. The D-covariant Method of La-background Field and -models
Suggesting the compensation of all anomalies we can x the gauge for the two-














where AB and AB are, respectively, constant two-dimensional metric and antisymmetric
tensor. The covariant method of background eld, as general references see [24-27], can



















 (z; s = 0) = u (z) and  (z; s = 1) u (z) + v (z) :
For simplicity, hereafter we shall consider that d-connection Γγ is dened by d-metric
(2.20) and N-connection structures, i.e.
Γγ =
Γγ:
The tangent d-vector  = d
ds
; where  js=0= (0) is chosen as the quantum d-eld. Then
the expansion of action I [u+ v ()]; see (3.1a), as power series on ;










I [ (s)] js=0;
denes d-covariant, depending on the background d-eld, interaction vortexes of locally
anisotropic -model.
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to introduce auxiliary operators














 + :γ [ (s)] 
γ ; (3.7)
having properties







and to use the curvature d-tensor of d-connection (3.7),
brγ = rγ −rγT[] +rT[γ] − T[γ]GT[] + T[]GT[γ]:
Values Ik can be computed in a similar manner as in [19,22,27], but in our case by using






















































































































Now we construct the d-covariant la-background functional (we use methods, in our
case correspondingly adapted to the N-connection structure, developed in [19,27,28]). The
standard quantization technique is based on the functional integral
Z [J ] = exp (iW [J ]) =
Z
d[u] expfi (I + uJ)g; (3.9)
with source J (we use condensed denotations and consider that computations are made in
the Euclidean space). The generation functional Γ of one-particle irreducible (1PI) Green
functions is dened as
Γ [u] = W [J (u)]− u  J [u] ;
where u = W
J
is the mean eld. For explicit perturbative calculations it is useful to connect
the source only with the covariant quantum d-eld  and to use instead of (3.9) the new
functional
exp (iW [u; J ]) =
Z
[d] expfi (I [u+ v ()] + J  )g: (3.10)
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It is clear that Feynman diagrams obtained from this functional are d-covariant.
Dening the mean d-eld  (u) = W
J(u)
and introducing the auxiliary d-eld  0 =  − 




















The manner of xing the measure in the functional (3.10) (and as a consequence in (3.11)





j G (u) j
n+m−1Y
=0
d (u) : (3.12)







The structure of renormalization of -models of type (3.10) (or (3.11)) is analyzed, for
instance, in [19,27,28]. For la-spaces we must take into account the N-connection structure.
IV. REGULARIZATION AND -FUNCTIONS OF THE LOCALLY
ANISOTROPIC -MODEL
The aim of this section is to study the problem of regularization and quantum ambiguities
in -functions of the renormalization group and to present the results on one- and two-loop
calculus for the la--model (LAS-model).
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A. Regularization and Renormalization Group -functions
Because our -model is a two-dimensional and massless locally anisotropic theory we
have to consider both types of infrared and ultraviolet regularizations (in brief, IR- and
UV-regularization). In order to regularize IR-divergences and distinguish them from UV-







For regularization of UF-divergences it is convenient to use the dimensional regularization.
For instance, the regularized propagator of quantum d-elds  looks like
<  (u1) 
 (u2) >= 





exp [−ip (u1 − u2)]
(p2 − ~m2 + i0)
;
where q = 2− 2:
The d-covariant dimensional regularization of UF-divergences is complicated because of
existence of the antisymmetric symbol AB : One introduces [29,27] this general prescription:
LNNM
MR =  () LR
and





where MN is the q-dimensional Minkowski metric, and  () and ! () are arbitrary d-
functions satisfying conditions  (0) = ! (0) = 1 and depending on the type of renormaliza-
tion.
We use the standard dimensional regularization , with dimensionless scalar d-eld u (z) ;




 have a d-tensor character, i.e. they
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are polynoms on d-tensors of curvature and torsion and theirs d-covariant derivations (for















































in the leading order on  (compare with the usual perturbative calculus from [31]).
























 (G;B) : (4.1)








In the next subsection we shall also consider constraints on the structure of -functions
connected with conditions of integrability (caused by conformal invariance of the two-
dimensional world-sheet).
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B. One-loop Divergences and RG-equations of the LAS-model
We generalize the one-loop results [32] to the case of la-backgrounds. If in locally
isotropic models one considers an one-loop diagram, for the LAS-model the distinguished
by N-connection character of la-interactions leads to the necessity to consider four one-loop
































d2zbrai AB − AB @Aya@Bxi;





















ln ~m+ nite counter terms:
There are one-loops on the base and ber spaces or describing quantum interactions
between ber and base components of d-elds. If the la-background d-connection is of
distinguished Levi-Civita type we obtain only two one-loop diagrams (on the base and in
the ber) because in this case the Ricci d-tensor is symmetric. It is clear that this four-
multiplying (doubling for the Levi-Civita d-connection) of the number of one-loop diagrams
is caused by the "indirect" interactions with the N-connection eld. Hereafter, for sim-
plicity, we shall use a compactied (non-distinguished on x- and y-components) form of
30
writing out diagrams and corresponding formulas and emphasize that really all expressions
containing components of d-torsion generate four irreducible, see (2.14), types of diagrams
(with respective interaction constants) and that all expressions containing components of
d-curvature give rise in a similar manner to six irreducible, see formulas (2.17), types of
diagrams. We shall take into consideration these details in the subsection where we shall
write the two-loop eective action.
Subtracting in a trivial manner I1;




































The last two formulas can be used for a study of eective charges as in [22] where some
solutions of RG-equations are analyzed. We shall not consider in this paper such methods
connected with the theory of dierential equations.
C. Two-loop -functions for the LAS-model



















rγr br + 1
2
brr:γ: + 12 brr:γ: + T[]brT[γ]+
GT[γ]r br −GT[γ]r br)@Au@Buγg













The non-distinguished diagrams dening two-loop divergences are illustrated in Fig.2.
We present the explicit form of corresponding counter-terms computed by using, in our case
adapted to la-backgrounds, methods developed in [27,29]:







































































In order to computer the counter-term for diagram () we use integrals:
lim
u!v
i < @A (u) @





























I21 + 2 ~mI1J
Z
d2zbrγrγ AB − AB @Au@Bu :
In our further considerations we shall use identities (we can verify them by straightforward
calculations):
br:[γ:](:) = −r((G)T [γ]); br[γ] = 2GT[ []T[γ]];
in the last expression we have three type of antisymmetrizations on indices, [] ; [γ]
and [γ] ;
crT[γ]cr’T [γ] = 9
16




br[γ]br[γ:::::::::’] + 94 brγ::::::[br[’]γ] + 94 br:γ:[ br[’]γ]: (4.3)





(p2 − ~m2)([k + q]2 − ~m2)([p+ q]2 − ~m2)



























The counter-term of the sum of next two (γ)-diagrams is chosen to be the la-extension of
that introduced in [29,27]:








6GT[ ]T[γ]cr’T [γ] AB − AB @Au@Bu’g: (4.5)
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I21 + 2 ~m
2I1J
 Z
d2zbr:γT[’ ]T [γ’ ] AB − AB @Au@Bu:
By using relations (4.3) we can represent terms (4.4) and (4.5) in the canonical form




br()γbrγ()::::::::’− (!1 − 1)(2)2 f43 br[γ()]br[γ()::::::::’] + br[γ]br[γ:::::::’]g;
γ2 + γ3 :
(4!1 − 5)
9(2)2








Finally, in this subsection we remark that two-loop -function can not be written only
in terms of curvature brγ and d-derivation cr (similarly as in the locally isotropic case
[29,27]).
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D. Low-Energy Eective Action for La-Strings
The conditions of vanishing of -functions describe the propagation of string in the
background of la-elds G and b: (in this section we chose the canonic d-connection
Γγ on E): The -functions are proportional to d-eld equations obtained from the on-





jγjLeff (γ; b) : (4.9)











The invariance of action (4.8) with respect to N-adapted dieomorsms gives rise to the
identity
rW







r(Leff + complete derivation)
(in the locally isotropic limit we obtain the well-known results from [33,34]). This points to






For one-loop -function, (1) =
1
2

















We can take into account two-loop -functions by xing an explicit form of











(the t’Hooft-Veltman-Bos prescription [35]). Putting values (4.8) into (4.10) we obtain the




















































The action (4.11) (for 20 = 1 and in locally isotropic limit) is in good concordance
with the similar ones on usual closed strings [36,27].
We note that the existence of an eective action is assured by the Zamolodchikov c-
theorem [37] which was generalized [38] for the case of bosonic nonlinear -model with
dilaton connection. In a similar manner we can prove that such results hold good for la-
backgrounds.
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V. SCATTERING OF GRAVITONS AND DUALITY OF LOCALLY
ANISOTROPIC SIGMA-MODELS
The quantum theory of la-strings can be naturally considered by using the formalism of
functional integrals on "hypersurfaces" (see Polyakov’s works [39]). In this section we study
the structure of scattering amplitudes of la-gravitons. Questions on duality of la-string
theories will be also analyzed.
A. The generation functional of la-string amplitudes for scattering of la-gravitons
We introduce the Green function of la-tachyons, the fundamental state of la-string, as




















where the integration measure on γAB includes the standard ghost Fadeev-Popov determi-







d2zAjzM − zN j
2 jzK − zM j
2 jzK − zN j
2 :
Because the string quantum eld theory can be uncontradictory formulated for spaces of
dimension d=26 we consider that in formula (5.1)  takes values from 0 to 25. Formula
(5.1) leads to dual amplitudes for la-tachyon scatterings for p2 = 4
0
(see [40] for details and
references on usual locally isotropic tachyon scattering).
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The generating functional of Green functions (5.1) in the coordinate u-representation
can be formally written as a hyper surface mean value











In order to conserve the reparametrization invariance we dene the la-graviton source as













from which we obtain the Green function of a number of K elementary perturbations of the
closed la-string (K la-gravitons)















(d)(u[j] − u(z[j])) >;
where 
(j)
 are polarization d-tensors of exterior la-gravitons and [j] = 1; 2; :::K: Applying
the Fourier transform we obtain

































Integrating the last expression on G and u
 for d=26, when there are not conformal
anomalies, we have














p[i]p[j]V (z[i]; z[j]; )]; (5.2)






which can be represented as
V (z[i]; z[j]; ) = −
1
4
ln jz[i] − z[j]j














for  being the cutting parameter. Putting the last expression into (5.2) we compute the
















































So the scattering amplitude













jp2[j](z[j])j = const <1:
Gg(p1; :::; pK) has poles on exterior momenta corresponding to massless locally anisotropic
modes of spin 2 (la-gravitons). The nal result for the scattering amplitute of la-gravitons
is of the form




















If instead of polarization d-tensor (j) the graviton polarization tensor 
(j)
ik is taken we obtain
the well known results on scattering of gravitons in the framework of the rst quantization
of the string theory [2,41].
B. Duality of La--models
Two theories are dual if theirs non-equivalent second order actions can be generated by
the same rst order action. The action principle assures the equivalence of the classical dual
theories. But, in general, the duality transforms aects the quantum conformal properties
[42]. In this subsection we shall prove this for the la--model (3.1) when metric γ and the
torsion potential b on la-background  do not depend on coordinate u0: If such conditions





















))] + AB bu0(@AVB) + 0qjγjR(2)(u)g; (5.3)
where string interaction constants from (3.1) and (5.3) are related as 2 = 20:
This action will generate an action of type (3.1) if we shall exclude the Lagrange mul-
tiplier bu0 The dual to (5.3) action can be constructed by substituting VA expressed from






jγjγAB bG(@Abu)(@B bu) + ABbb(@Abu)(@Bbu) + 0qjγjR(2)(u)g;
where the knew metric and torsion potential are introduced respectively as
bG00 = 1
G00
; bG0 = b0
G00




bb0 = −bb0 = G0
G00
; bb = b + G0b0 − b0G0
G00
(in the formulas for the new metric and torsion potential indices  and  take values
1,2,...n+m-1).
If the model (3.1) satises the conditions of one-loop conformal invariance (see details










br() + 2r(r) = 0;
br[] + 2T[γ]rγ = 0: (5.4)
By straightforward calculations we can show that the dual theory has the same conformal
properties and satises the conditions (5.4) if the dual transform is completed by the shift
of dilaton eld
b = − 1
2
logG00:
The system of la-eld equations (5.4), obtained as a low-energy limit of the la-string
theory, is similar to Einstein-Cartan equations (2.28) and (2.29). We note that the explicit
form of locally anisotropic energy-momentum source in (5.4) is dened from well dened
principles and symmetries of string interactions and this form is not postulated, as in usual
locally isotropic eld models, from some general considerations in order to satisfy the nec-
essary conservation laws on la-space whose formulation is very sophisticated because of
nonexistence of global and even local group of symmetries of such type of spaces. Here we
also remark that the LAS-model with dilaton eld interactions does not generate in the
low-energy limit the Einstein-Cartan la-theory because the rst system of equations from
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(5.4) represents some constraints (being a consequence of the two-dimensional symmetry of
the model) on torsion and scalar curvature which can not be interpreted as some algebraic
relations of type (2.29) between locally anisotropic spin-matter source and torsion. As a
matter of principle we can generalize our constructions by introducing interactions with
gauge la-elds and considering a variant of locally anisotropic chiral -model [43] in order
to get a system of equations quite similar to (2.29). However, there are not exhaustive argu-
ments for favoring the Einstein-Cartan theory and we shall not try in this work to generate
it necessarily from la-strings.
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Let us try to summarize our results, discuss their possible implications and make the basic
conclusions. Firstly, we have shown that the Einstein-Cartan theory has a natural extension
for a various class of la-spaces. Following the R. Miron and M. Anastesiei approach [10]
to the geometry of la-spaces it becomes evident the possibility and manner of formulation
of classical and quantum eld theories on such spaces. Here we note that in la-theories we
have an additional geometric structure, the N-connection. From physical point of view it can
be interpreted, for instance, as a fundamental eld managing the dynamics of splitting of
high-dimensional space-time into the four-dimensional and compactied ones. We can also
consider the N-connection as a generalized type of gauge eld which reflects some specics of
la-eld interactions and possible intrinsic structure of la-spaces. It was convenient to analyze
the geometric structure of dierent variants of la-spaces (for instance, Finsler, Lagrange
and generalized Lagrange spaces) in order to make obvious physical properties and compare
theirs perspectives in developing of new physical models.
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According to modern-day views the theories of fundamental eld interactions should be
a low energy limit of the string theory. One of the main results of this work is the proof
of the fact that in the framework of la-string theory is contained a more general, locally
anisotropic, gravitational physics. To do this we have developed the locally anisotropic
nonlinear sigma model and studied it general properties. We shown that the condition of
self consistent propagation of string on la-background impose corresponding constraints on
the N-connection curvature, la-space torsion and antisymmetric d-tensor. Our extension of
background eld method for la-spaces has a distinguished by N-connection character and
the main advantage of this formalism is doubtlessly its universality for all types of locally
isotropic or anisotropic spaces.
The presented one- and two-loop calculus for the LAS-model and used in this work
d-covariant dimensional regularization are developed for la-background spaces modelled as
vector bundles provided with compatible N-connection, d-connection and metric structures.
In the locally isotropic limit we obtain the corresponding formulas for the usual nonlinear
sigma model.
Finally, it should be stressed that we rstly calculated the amplitudes for scattering of
la-gravitons and that the duality properties of the formulated in this work LAS-model are
similar to those of models considered for locally isotropic strings
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FIG. 2. Two-loops diagrams for the LAS-model
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